Dedicated hardware implementations of artificial neural networks promise to provide faster, lower-power operation when compared to software implementations executing on microprocessors, but rarely do these implementations have the flexibility to adapt and train online under dynamic conditions. A typical design process for artificial neural networks involves offline training using software simulations and synthesis and hardware implementation of the obtained network offline. This paper presents a design of block-based neural networks (BbNNs) on FPGAs capable of dynamic adaptation and online training. Specifically the network structure and the internal parameters, the two pieces of the multiparametric evolution of the BbNNs, can be adapted intrinsically, in-field under the control of the training algorithm. This ability enables deployment of the platform in dynamic environments, thereby significantly expanding the range of target applications, deployment lifetimes, and system reliability. The potential and functionality of the platform are demonstrated using several case studies.
Introduction
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are popular among the machine intelligence community and have been widely applied to problems such as classification, prediction, and approximation. These are fully or partially interconnected networks of computational elements called artificial neurons. An artificial neuron is the basic processing unit of the ANN that computes an output function of the weighted sum of its inputs and a bias. Depending on the interconnection topology and the dataflow through the network, ANNs can be classified as feedforward or recurrent. The design process with ANNs involves a training phase during which the network structure and synaptic weights are iteratively tuned under the control of a training algorithm to identify and learn the characteristics of the training data patterns.
The obtained network is then tested on previously unseen data. ANNs are effective at identifying and learning nonlinear relationships between input and output data patterns and have been successfully applied in diverse application areas such as signal processing, data mining, and finance.
Explicit computational parallelism in these networks has produced significant interest in accelerating their execution using custom neural hardware circuitry implemented on technologies such as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The design process for ANNs typically involves offline training using software simulations and the obtained network is designed and deployed offline. Hence the training and design processes have to be repeated offline for every new application of ANNs. This paper is an extended version of [1] and presents an FPGA design of block-based neural networks (BbNNs) that can be adapted and trained online, on-chip under the control of an evolutionary algorithm. Onchip evolution under the control of evolutionary algorithms is called intrinsic evolution in the evolvable hardware community [2] . The capability of intrinsic evolution expands the potential applications of these networks to dynamic environments and provides increased deployment lifetimes and improved system reliability. The paper also provides a detailed survey of reported ANN hardware implementations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of custom ANN implementations reported in the literature. Section 3 introduces block-based neural networks and their training procedure. Section 4 gives the details on the FPGA design of the evolvable BbNN implementation. Section 5 demonstrates the capabilities of the design using several case studies and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Review of ANN Implementations
There has been significant interest in custom ANN implementations and many have been reported in the literature over the years. Dedicated hardware units for artificial neural networks are called neurochips or neurocomputers [3] . Due to limited commercial prospects and the required development and support resources, these chips have seen little commercial viability. Also, due to the existence of wide-ranging neural network architectures and a lack of a complete and comprehensive theoretical understanding of their capabilities, most commercial neurocomputer designs are dedicated implementations of popular networks such as multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), hopfield networks, or kohonen networks targeting particular applications. Several classification and overview studies of neural hardware have appeared in the literature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Heemskerk has a detailed review of neural hardware implementations until about 1995 [3] . He classified the neural hardware according to their implementation technologies such as the neurocomputers built using general purpose processors, digital signal processors, or custom implementations using analog, digital, or mixedsignal design. Zhu et al. have surveyed ANN FPGA implementations, classifying them based on design features such as precision and flexibility [13] . The review presented here follows and extends these surveys. Figure 1 shows the classification structure used in this review. Broadly, the implementations have been classified into digital, analog, and hybrid implementations. The digital hardware implementations have been grouped into FPGA and ASIC implementations and classified according to design features such as data representation, design flexibility, on-chip/off-chip learning, and transfer function implementation. A brief overview of analog and hybrid implementations is also offered. A detailed survey of these is beyond the scope of this work.
Digital Neural Network Implementations.
Digital neural network implementations offer high computational precision, reliability, and programmability. They are targeted to either ASICs or FPGAs. The synaptic weights and biases for these implementations are typically stored in digital memories or registers, either on-or off-chip dictated by the design tradeoffs between the speed and the circuit size. ASIC neurochips can achieve higher processing speeds, lower power, and more density than corresponding FPGA implementations but have significantly higher design and fabrication costs. FPGAs are COTS chips and can be reconfigured and reused for different ANN applications significantly lowering implementation costs for low volume productions. The last decade has seen a lot of advancement in reconfigurable hardware technology. FPGA chips with built-in RAMs, multipliers, gigabit transceivers, on-chip embedded processors, and faster clock speeds have attracted many neural network designers. As compared to analog, digital implementations have relatively larger circuit sizes and higher power consumption.
Data Representation.
Digital neural implementations represent the real-valued data such as weights and biases using fixed point, floating point, or specialized representations such as pulse stream encoding. The choice of a VLSI Design 3 particular representation is a tradeoff between arithmetic circuit size and speed, data precision, and the available dynamic range for the real values. Floating point arithmetic units are slower, larger, and more complicated than their fixed point counterparts, which are faster, smaller, and easier to design.
Generally, floating point representations of real-valued data for neural networks are found in custom ASIC implementations. Aibe et al. [14] used floating point representation for their implementation of probabilistic neural networks (PNNs). In PNNs, the estimator of the probabilistic density functions is very sensitive to the smoothing parameter (the network parameter to be adjusted during neural network learning). Hence, high accuracy is needed for the smoothing parameter, making floating point implementations more attractive. Ayela et al. demonstrated an ASIC implementation of MLPs using a floating point representation for weights and biases [15] . They also support on-chip neural network training using the backpropagation algorithm and are listed also in Section 2.1.3. Ramacher et al. present a digital neurochip called SYNAPSE-1 [16] . It consists of a 2-dimensional systolic array of neural signal processors that directly implement parts of common neuron processing functions such as matrix-vector multiplication and finding a maximum. These processors can be programmed for specific neural networks. All the real values on this chip are represented using floating point representation.
For FPGA implementations the preferred implementation choice has been fixed point due to chip capacity restrictions, but advances in FPGA densities may make floating point representations practical. Moussa et al. demonstrate implementations of MLP on FPGAs using fixed and floating point representations [17] . Their results show that the MLP implementation using fixed point representation was over 12x greater in speed, over 13x smaller in area, and achieved far greater processing density as compared to the MLP implementation using floating point representation. The works in [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] present precision analysis of ANN implementations and conclude that it is possible to train ANNs with fixed point weights and biases. But there is a tradeoff between minimum precision, dynamic data range, and the area required for the implementation of arithmetic units. Higher precision has fewer quantization errors but require larger arithmetic units, whereas lower precision arithmetic units are smaller, faster, and more power efficient but may have larger quantization errors that can limit the ANN's capabilities to learn and solve a problem. Tradeoff between precision, circuit area, and speed necessitates numerical analysis to determine the minimum precision for an application. Holt and Baker [19] , Holt and Hwang [20] , and Holt and Hwang [21] investigated the minimum precision problem on a few ANN benchmark classification problems using simulations and found 16-bit data widths with 8-bit fractional parts as sufficient for networks to learn and correctly classify the input datasets. Ros et al. demonstrate a fixed point implementation of spiking neural networks on FPGAs [22] . Pormann et al. demonstrate fixed point implementations of neural associative memories, selforganizing feature maps, and basis function networks on FPGAs [23] . Some other reported implementations that used fixed point representations can be found in [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
As a third alternative many have proposed specialized data encoding techniques that can simplify arithmetic circuit designs. Marchesi et al. proposed special training algorithms for multilayer perceptrons that use weight values that are powers of two [33] . The weight restriction eliminates the need for multipliers in the design which are replaced with simple shift registers. Other approaches encode real values in stochastic bit streams and implement the multipliers in bit-serial fashion using simple logic gates instead of complex arithmetic units [34] [35] [36] [37] . The advantage is that the product of the two stochastic bit streams can be computed using a simple bitwise "xor." But the disadvantage is that for multiplications to be correct, the bit streams should be uncorrelated. To produce these would require independent random sources which require more chip resources to implement. Also the precision limitation may affect the ANNs capability to learn and solve a problem. Murray and Smith's implementation of ANNs [38] used pulse-stream encoding for real values which was later adopted by Lysaght et al. [39] for implementations on Atmel FPGAs. Salapura used delta encoded binary sequences to represent real values and used bit stream arithmetic to calculate a large number of parallel synaptic calculations [40] .
Chujo et al. have proposed an iterative calculation algorithm for the perceptron type neuron model that is based on a multidimensional, binary search algorithm [41] . Since the binary search does not require any sum of products functionality, it eliminates the need for expensive multiplier circuitry in hardware. Guccione and Gonzalez used a vector-based data parallel approach to represent real values and compute the sum of products [42] . The distributed arithmetic (DA) approach of Mintzer [43] for implementing FIR filters on FPGAs was used by Szabo et al. [44] for their implementation of neural networks. They used Canonic Signed Digit Encoding (CSD) technique to improve the hardware efficiency of the multipliers. Noory and Groza also used the DA neural network approach and targeted their design for implementation on FPGAs [45] . Pasero and Perri use LUTs to store all the possible multiplication values in an SRAM to avoid implementing costly multiplier units in FPGA hardware [46] . It requires a microcontroller to precompute all the possible product values for the fixed weight and stores it in the SRAM.
Design
Flexibility. An important design choice for neural network hardware implementations is the degree of structure adaptation and synaptic parameter flexibility. An implementation with fixed network structure and weights can only be used in the recall stage of each unique application, thus necessitating a redesign for different ANN applications. For ASIC implementations this could be quite expensive due to high fabrication costs. An advantage of FPGA ANN implementations is the capability of runtime reconfiguration to retarget the same FPGA device for any number of different ANN applications, substantially reducing the implementation costs. There are several different motivations of using FPGAs for ANN implementations such as prototyping and simulation, density enhancement, and topology adaptation. The purpose of using FPGAs for prototyping and simulation is to thoroughly test a prototype of the final design for correctness and functionality before retargeting the design to an ASIC. This approach was used in [47] . Runtime reconfigurations in FPGAs can be used for density enhancement to implement larger network sizes via time folding that a single FPGA device may not be able to hold. This increases the amount of effective functionality per unit reconfigurable circuit area of the FPGAs. Eldredge et al. used this technique to implement the backpropagation training algorithm on FPGAs [48, 49] . The algorithm was divided temporally in three different executable stages and each stage was reconfigured on the FPGA using runtime reconfiguration. More details on this and other follow-up implementations to Eldredge's technique are covered in Section 2.1.3 for on-chip learning. The runtime reconfiguration in FPGAs can also be used for topology adaptation. ANNs with different structures and synaptic parameters targeting different applications can be loaded on the FPGA via runtime reconfiguration. One of the earliest implementations of artificial neural networks on FPGAs, the Ganglion connectionist classifier, used FPGA reconfigurations to load networks with different structures for each new application of the classifier [50] . Similar approaches of using runtime reconfiguration to retarget the FPGA for different ANN applications are found in [22, 25-31, 51, 52] .
Runtime reconfiguration provides the flexibility to retarget the FPGA for different ANN designs but is impractical for use with dynamic adaptations required for online training. The overheads associated with runtime reconfiguration are on the order of milliseconds. Thus the overheads of repetitive reconfigurations required in the iterative training procedures may outweigh any benefits associated with online adaptations. The design presented in this paper is an online trainable ANN implementation on FPGAs that supports dynamic structure and parameter updates without requiring any FPGA reconfiguration.
ASIC implementations of flexible neural networks that can be retargeted for different applications have been reported in literature. The Neural Network Processor (NNP) from Accurate Automation Corp. was a commercial neural hardware chip that could be adapted online [53] . It had machine instructions for various neuron functions such as multiply and accumulate or transfer function calculation. Thus the network can be programmed using the NNP assembly instructions for different neural network implementations. Mathia [48, 49] . The feed-forward stage feeds in the inputs to the network and propagates the internal neuronal outputs to output nodes. The backpropagation stage calculates the mean squared output errors and propagates them backward in the network in order to find synaptic weight errors for neurons in the hidden layers. The update stage adjusts the synaptic weights and biases for the neurons using the activation and error values found in the previous stages. Hadley et al. improved the approach of Eldredge by using partial reconfiguration of FPGAs instead of full-chip runtime reconfiguration [57] . Gadea et al. demonstrate a pipelined implementation of the backpropagation algorithm in which the forward and backward passes of the algorithm can be processed in parallel on different training patterns, thus increasing the throughput [58] . Ayala et al. demonstrated an ASIC implementation of MLPs with on-chip backpropagation training using floating point representation for real values and corresponding dedicated floating point hardware [15] . The backpropagation algorithm implemented is similar to that by Eldredge et al. [48, 49] [60] . Both learning and recall stages of the network are implemented in hardware to achieve higher performance. The GRD (Genetic Reconfiguration of DSPs) chip by Murakawa et al. can perform on-chip online evolution of neural networks using genetic algorithms [61] . The GRD chip is a building block for the configuration of a scalable neural network hardware system. Both the topology and the hidden layer node functions of the neural network mapped on the GRD chips can be reconfigured using a genetic algorithm (GA). Thus, the most desirable network topology and choice of node functions (e.g., Gaussian or sigmoid function) for a given application can be determined adaptively. The GRD chip consists of a 32-bit RISC processor and fifteen 16-bit DSPs connected in a binary-tree network. The RISC processor executes the GA code and each of the DSPs can support computations of up to 84 neurons. Thus each GRD chip can support 1260 neurons. Multiple GRD chips can be connected for a scalable neural architecture. Two commercially available neurochips from the early 1990s, the CNAPS [62] and MY-NEUPOWER [63] , support on-chip training. CNAPS was an SIMD array of 64 processing elements per chip that are comparable to low precision DSPs and was marketed commercially by Adaptive solutions. The complete CNAPS system consisted of a CNAPS server that connected to a host workstation and Codenet software development tools. It supported Kohonen LVQ (linear vector quantization) and backpropagation networks. MY-NEUPOWER supported various learning algorithms such as backpropagation, Hopfield, and LVQ and contained 512 physical neurons. The chip performed as a neural computational engine for software package is called NEUROLIVE [63] .
The following references discuss analog and hybrid implementations that support on-chip training. Zheng et al. have demonstrated a digital implementation of backpropagation learning algorithm along with an analog transconductancemodel neural network [64] . A digitally controlled synapse circuit and an adaptation rule circuit with an R-2R ladder network, a simple control logic circuit, and an UP/DOWN counter are implemented to realize a modified technique for the backpropagation algorithm. Linares-Barranco et al. also show an on-chip trainable implementation of an analog transconductance-model neural network [65] . Field Programmable Neural Arrays (FPNAs), an analog neural equivalent of FPGAs, are a mesh of analog neural models interconnected via a configurable interconnect network [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . Thus, different neural network structures can be created dynamically, enabling on-chip training. Intel's ETANN (Electronically Trainable Analog Neural Network) [71] and the Mod2 Neurocomputer [72] are other examples of on-chip trainable analog neural network implementations. Schmitz et al. use the embedded processor on the FPGA to implement genetic algorithm operators like selection, crossover, and mutation [73] . This FPGA is closely coupled as a coprocessor to a reconfigurable analog ANN ASIC chip on the same PCB. A host processor initializes this PCB and oversees the genetic evolution process.
Activation Function Implementation.
Activation functions, or transfer functions, used in ANNs are typically nonlinear, monotonically increasing sigmoid functions. Examples include hyperbolic tangent and logistic sigmoid functions. Digital ANN implementations use piecewise linear approximations of these to implement in hardware either as a direct circuit implementation or as a look-up table. Omondi et al. show an implementation of piecewise linear approximation of activation functions using the CORDIC algorithm on FPGAs [74] . Krips et al. show an implementation of piecewise linear approximation of activation functions precomputed and stored in LUTs [30] . Direct circuit implementation of the activation function requires a redesign of hardware logic for every application that uses a different activation function. In such scenarios the LUT approach maybe more flexible as the function values can be precomputed and loaded in the LUT offline. But the LUTs may occupy significant higher chip area as compared to direct implementations. Each extra bit in the data width more than doubles the size of the LUT. These tradeoffs are further discussed in Section 4.
Analog Neural Hardware Implementations.
Analog artificial neurons are more closely related to their biological counterparts. Many characteristics of analog electronics can be helpful for neural network implementations. Most analog neuron implementations use operational amplifiers to directly perform neuron-like computations, such as integration and sigmoid transfer functions. These can be modeled using physical processes such as summing of currents or charges. Also, the interface to the environment may be easier as no analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions are required. Some of the earlier analog implementations used resistors for representing free network parameters such as synaptic weights [75] . These implementations using fixed weights are not adaptable and hence can only be used in the recall phase. Adaptable analog synaptic weight techniques represent weights using variable conductance [76, 77] , voltage levels between floating gate CMOS transistors [71, [78] [79] [80] , capacitive charges [81, 82] , or using charged coupled devices [83, 84] . Some implementations use digital memories for more permanent weight storage [85] . The works in [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] 73] are some other analog implementations previously discussed in Section 2.1.3 above. Although there are many advantages of implementing analog neural networks as discussed above, the disadvantage is that the analog chips are susceptible to noise and process parameter variations, and hence need a very careful design.
Hybrid Neural Hardware Implementations.
Hybrid implementations combine analog, digital, and other strategies such as optical communication links with mixed mode designs in an attempt to get the best that each can offer. Typically hybrid implementations use analog neurons taking advantage of their smaller size and lower power consumption and use digital memories for permanent weight storage [85, 86] . The mixed-signal design of the analog neurons with the digital memories on the same die introduces a lot of noise problems and requires isolation of the sensitive analog parts from the noisy digital parts using techniques such as guard rings. Sackinger et al. demonstrate a high-speed character recognition application on the ANNA (Analog Neural Network Arithmetic and logic unit) chip [87] . The ANNA chip can be used for a wide variety of neural network architectures but is optimized for locally connected weightsharing networks and time-delay neural networks (TDNNs). Zatorre-Navarro et al. demonstrate mixed mode neuron architecture for sensor conditioning [88] . It uses an adaptive processor that consists of a mixed four-quadrant multiplier and a current conveyor that performs the nonlinearity. Synaptic weights are stored using digital registers and the training is performed off-chip.
Due to the large number of interconnections, routing quickly becomes a bottleneck in digital ASIC implementations. Some researchers have proposed hybrid designs using optical communication channels. Maier et al. [89] show a hybrid digital-optical implementation that performs neural computations electronically, but the communication links between neural layers use an optical interconnect system. They demonstrate a magnitude of performance improvement as compared to a purely digital approach. But on the flip side it increases hardware costs and complexity for converting signals between the electronic and the optical systems. Craven et al. [90] have proposed using frequency multiplexed communication channels to overcome the communication bottleneck in fully connected neural networks.
Summary.
Custom neural network hardware implementations can best exploit the inherent parallelism in computations observed in artificial neural networks. Many implementations have relied on offline training of neural networks using software simulations. The trained neural network is then implemented in hardware. Although these implementations have good recall speedups, they are not directly comparable to the implementation reported here which supports on-chip training of neural networks. Onchip trainable neural hardware implementations have also been reported in literature. Most of the reported ones are custom ASIC implementations such as the GRD chip by Murakawa et al. [61] , on-chip backpropagation implementation of Ayala et al. [15] , CNAPS by Hammerstrom [62] , MY-NEUPOWER by Sato et al. [63] , and FPNA by Farquhar, et al. [66] . FPGA-based implementations of onchip training algorithms have also been reported such as the backpropagation algorithm implementations in [48, 49, 57, 58] . An online trainable implementation of hyperbasis function networks has been reported in [60] . The implementation presented here differs from the reported ones in one or more of the following: (i) the artificial neural network supported (block-based neural networks in our case), (ii) the training algorithm, and (iii) the implementation platform. The design presented in this paper supports on-chip training without reliance on FPGA reconfigurations, unlike some of the approaches listed above. It uses genetic algorithms to train the BbNNs. The genetic operators such as selection, crossover, and mutation are implemented on the embedded processor PPC 405 on the FPGA die, similar to the approach of Schmitz et al. [73] . But unlike their approach the neural network designed is a digital implementation in the configurable logic portion of the same FPGA chip.
Block-Based Neural Networks
A block-based neural network (BbNN) is a network of neuron blocks interconnected in the form of a grid as shown in Figure 2 [91] . Neuron blocks are the information processing elements of the network and can have one of four possible internal configurations depending on the number of inputs and outputs: (i) 1-input, 3-output (1/3), (ii) 2-input, 2-output (2/2) (left side output), (iii) 2-input, 2-output (2/2) (right side output), and (iv) 3-input, 1-output (3/1). These are shown in Figure 3 .
Outputs of the neuron block are a function of the summation of weighted inputs and a bias as shown in (1) through the network are determined by the network structure. Figure 4 shows three unique 2 × 2 BbNN structures: BbNN training is a multiparametric optimization problem involving simultaneous structure and weight optimizations. Due to multimodal and nondifferentiable search space, global search techniques such as genetic algorithms are preferred over local search techniques to explore suitable solutions. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are evolutionary algorithms inspired from the Darwinian evolutionary model where in a population of candidate solutions (individuals or phenotypes) of a problem, encoded in abstract representations (called chromosomes or the genotypes), are evolved over multiple generations towards better solutions. The evolution process involves applying various genetic operators such as selection, crossover, mutation, and recombination to the chromosomes to generate successive populations with selection pressure against the least fit individuals. Figure 5 shows a flowchart of the genetic evolution process. The network structure and weights of the BbNN are encoded as chromosomes as shown in Figure 6 . Detailed information on the BbNN GA evolution process can be found in [92] [93] [94] . BbNNs have been applied to navigation [91] , classification [1, [92] [93] [94] , and prediction [95] problems in the past.
BbNN FPGA Implementation
Many FPGA ANN implementations are static implementations, targeted and configured offline for individual applications. The main design objective of this implementation is enabling intrinsic adaptation of network structure and internal parameters such that the network can be trained online without relying on runtime FPGA reconfigurations. Previous versions of this implementation were reported in [1, 96] . The target system environment for the implementation is an embedded computing system. As a result various design choices were made to optimize area and power constraints. It was assumed that the hardware resources available for 8 VLSI Design this design in the target environment will be FPGA(s) and supporting memory and control circuits. Hence the design was prototyped on Xilinx Virtex-II Pro (XC2VP30) FPGA development boards [97] . The design was tested on two different prototyping boards, a stand-alone Digilent Inc. XUP development board [98] and an Amirix AP130 FPGA board [99] . The targeted FPGA has two on-chip PowerPC 405 embedded processor cores, 30,816 logic cells, 136 builtin 18 × 18 multipliers, and 2448 KBits (306 KBytes) of onchip block RAM. The following sections describe the neuron block and network design in detail. Figure 7 shows the logic diagram of the design.
Data Representation and Precision.
The ability to use variable bit-widths for arithmetic computations gives FPGAs significant performance and resource advantages over competing computational technologies such as microprocessors and GPUs. Numerical accuracy, performance, and resource utilization are inextricably linked, and the ability to exploit this relationship is a key advantage of FPGAs. Higher precision comes at the cost of lower performance, higher resource utilization, and increased power consumption. But at the same time, lower precision may increase the round-off errors adversely impacting circuit functionality.
The inputs, outputs, and internal parameters such as synaptic weights and biases in BbNN are all real valued.
These can be represented either as floating point or fixed point numbers. Floating point representations often have a significantly wider dynamic range and higher precision as compared to fixed point representations. However, floating point arithmetic circuits are often more complicated, have a larger footprint in silicon, and are significantly slower compared to their fixed point counterparts. On the other hand fixed point representations have higher round-off errors when operating on data with large dynamic range. Although escalating FPGA device capacities have made floating point arithmetic circuits feasible for many applications, their use in our application will severely restrict the size of the network (i.e., the number of neuron blocks per network) that can be implemented on a single FPGA chip. Thus our implementation uses fixed point arithmetic for representing realvalued data. Also, [19] [20] [21] investigated the minimum fixed point precision needed for various benchmark classification problems on artificial neural networks and found 16 bits of precision as adequate for reliable operation. Hence all real valued data are represented as 16-bit fixed point numbers in our implementation.
Activation Function Implementation.
Activation functions used in ANNs are typically nonlinear, monotonically increasing sigmoid functions. A custom circuit implementation of these functions may be area efficient as compared to piecewise linearly approximated values stored in lookup tables (LUTs) but is inflexible and involves complicated circuitry. In our design we have chosen to use the internal FPGA BRAMs to implement LUTs which can be preloaded and reloaded as necessary with activation function values. The size of the lookup table required is directly associated with the data widths used. A 16-bit fixed point representation requires an LUT that is 16 bits wide and 2 16 deep. This requires a total of 128 KBytes per LUT. Even though it may be simpler to use separate LUTs for each neuron block in the network such that each block can have parallel access to the LUTs, it is inefficient utilization of on-chip resources and the circuit will have longer setup times. For our design we have chosen to share an LUT across each column of neuron blocks in a network. This ensures that every neuron block that is actively computing at a given time will have independent access to the LUTs. This is guaranteed as no two blocks in a column can execute simultaneously for the case of feedforward networks implemented here. Sharing one LUT per column may also set an upper bound to the total number of columns implemented per FPGA due to limited BRAM resources per chip. But due to various optimizations described next the main bottleneck for our design is the number of logic resources on the FPGA used for neuron block designs and not the available internal memory. The 128 KB LUT is still large enough to restrict the number of columns that can be implemented per FPGA. For example, on the VirtexIIPro (V2P30) FPGA from Xilinx we would be restricted to only two columns. This severely restricts our ability to implement any interesting applications on the BbNN. Hence to further optimize the size of the LUT we restricted it to 16 bits × 2 12 (i.e., 8 KB per LUT). Since the activation functions monotonically increase during only a small range of input data and saturate outside that window (e.g., hyperbolic tangent or logistic sigmoid functions) this optimization, in effect, stores only the transient portion of the activation function as illustrated in Figure 8 .
Neuron Block Design.
Kothandaraman designed a core library of neuron blocks with different internal block configurations for implementation on FPGAs [25] . A network can be stitched together with these cores using an HDL, but with fixed network structure and internal parameters. Thus a new network needs to be designed for each unique application. The objective to design an online, evolvable network necessitates dynamically adaptable network design that can change structure and internal parameters on-the-fly with little overhead.
A simplistic design can combine all cores in the library into a larger neuron block and use a multiplexor to select individual cores with the correct internal configuration. But the area and power overheads of such an approach render it impractical. Instead, a smarter block design is presented here that can emulate all internal block configurations dynamically as required and is less than a third the size of the simplistic larger block. For obvious reasons the block design is called the Smart Block-based Neuron (SBbN). An internal configuration register within each SBbN called the Block Control and Status Register (BCSR) regulates the configuration settings for the block. BCSR is a 16-bit register and is part of the configuration control logic section of the neuron block that defines the state and configuration mode of the block. All the bits of this register except 8 through 11 are read-only and the register can be memory or I/O mapped to the host systems address space for read and write operations. Figure 9 shows all the bit fields of the BCSR. States of BCSR bits 4 through 7 determine the current internal configuration of the neuron block. Setting bit 3 deactivates the block which then acts as a bypass from inputs to corresponding outputs. Figure 10 shows the BCSR settings and corresponding internal block configurations.
Configuration Control Logic.
Configuration control logic uses the structure gene within the BbNN chromosome array as its input and sets the BCSR configuration bits of all the neuron blocks in the network. The translation process from the structure gene array into internal configuration bits of the neuron blocks is illustrated in Figure 11 for a 10 × 4 network. The translation logic extracts the structure gene from the chromosome array, divides it by the number of rows, and extracts the corresponding bits for each column from all the rows. The extracted column bits are divided across corresponding neuron blocks in the column and written to the internal BCSR of the corresponding neuron block. The neuron blocks not used are deactivated. Since the configuration control logic is combinational logic, the network is reconfigured to the correct network structure based on the structure gene loaded in the BbNN chromosome array immediately after a small delay.
Address Decode Logic.
Address decoder provides a memory-mapped interface for the read/write registers and memories in the network design. It decodes address, data, and control signals for the input and output register files, the BbNN chromosome array, the BCSRs within each neuron block, and the activation function LUTs. 
Dataflow Synchronization Logic.
To enable network scalability across multiple FPGAs the data synchronization between neuron blocks is asynchronous. Synchronization is achieved using generation and consumption of tokens as explained next. The logic associates a token with each input and output registers of every neuron block in the network. Each neuron block can only compute outputs (i.e., fire) when all of its input tokens are valid. On each firing the neuron block consumes all of its input tokens and generates output tokens. The generated output tokens in turn validate the corresponding input tokens of the neuron blocks next in the dataflow. This is illustrated in Figure 12 . Black dots (•) in the figure represent valid tokens. Asynchronous communication mechanism between neuron blocks facilitates implementing larger network sizes either by scaling networks across multiple FPGAs or by folding the network in a time multiplexed fashion within a single FPGA.
Intrinsic BbNN Evolution.
The design features explained above enable dynamic adaptations to network structure and internal synaptic parameters. Hence the network can be trained online, intrinsically under the control of the evolutionary training algorithm described in Section 3 above. There are several options for implementing the training algorithm based on the end system solution and other system design constraints. Examining the execution profiles of the serial genetic evolution code, the most computationally intensive section is found to be the population fitness evaluation function. Fitness evaluations involve applying the training patterns to the network and examining the measured outputs against expected values to determine the network fitness. This is performed for each network in the population to determine the average and maximum population fitness values. Genetic operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation are relatively less computationally intensive. Hence an obvious software-hardware partitioning is to perform genetic operations in software running on the host microprocessor and fitness evaluations in hardware executing in FPGAs. This has the benefit of dedicating all the available configurable logic space in the FPGAs to implement the neural network, facilitating implementation of larger network sizes. Escalating FPGA logic densities has enabled building a programmable system-on-chip (PSoC) with soft or hardcore processors, memory, bus system, IO, and other custom cores on a single FPGA device. The Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA used for prototyping our implementation has on-chip, hard-core PPC405 embedded processors which are used to design our PSoC prototyping platform. designed using Xilinx EDK and ISE tools. A block diagram for the designed platform is shown in Figure 13 . The BbNN core is memory-mapped to the PPC405's address space via the on-chip peripheral bus (OPB). The genetic operations such as selection, crossover, mutation, and recombination are implemented in software executing on the PPC405 processor and the population fitness evaluation is implemented on the BbNN core as shown in Figure 13 . On-board DDR is used as data memory to quickly access and store the chromosome populations and the training vectors for the evolution process. A fixed point version of the BbNN GA evolution algorithm is used due to the limited computational capacity of the on-chip PowerPC processor. The platform offers a very compact solution that is deployable and adaptable in field for embedded applications with area and power constraints. In the case of target environments with less stringent area and power constraints, other higher-capacity embedded solutions such as single-board computers with FPGA accelerators can be used. The GA operators can thus be implemented on the on-board processor and the fitness evaluation can be performed in the FPGA using the BbNN core. Table 1 surveys computational capacities and capacity per mW of some commercial embedded processors. Also shown are relative values normalized to PPC405 numbers. The capacities are calculated to implement a single 2/2 BbNN block computation, that is 6 integer arithmetic operations. The calculations assume CPI of 1.0 and ignore instruction fetch and data transfer overheads. The Watt ratings are as published in the processor datasheets and do not include power consumption of other associated hardware resources. Based on these calculations, PPC405 offers the best computational capacity per mW out of the processors surveyed. The PPC970FX has 5 times the computational capacity of PPC405, but significantly higher power consumption. Although the numbers approximate capacities for neuron block computations, similar values for GA operators can be extrapolated from these numbers. For our assumed target system constraints, power efficiency is critical. Thus, the selection of the on-chip PPC405 to execute the GA operators in our prototype implementation is a sound design decision.
Performance and Resource Utilization.
The postsynthesis timing analysis for the design reports a clock frequency of 245 MHz on the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA (XC2VP30). The designed block takes 10 clock cycles to compute outputs for six synaptic connections per block. Thus, each block has a computational capacity of 147 MCPS per block. Computational capacity is the measure of throughput defined as computational work per unit time. Hence for an artificial neural network it is determined by the number of synaptic connections processed per second (unit CPS). The computational capacity of the network is determined by the number of concurrent block executions, which in turn is dependent on the network structure. At peak computational capacity one block from each network column computes concurrently. Hence an m × n BbNN has a peak computational capacity of 147n MCPS. But the clock frequency on the actual implementation is limited by the on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) clock frequency which is set at 100 MHz for the prototyping platform. Thus, the peak computational capacity is limited to 60 MCPS per block or 60n MCPS for a m × n network size. The minimal platform (as shown in Figure 13 ) excluding the BbNN occupies about 13% of the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA (XC2VP30) resources. Table 2 shows the postsynthesis device utilization summaries for various network sizes. According to the utilization summaries we can fit around 20 neuron blocks on a single FPGA chip along with the rest of the platform. Table 3 shows the postsynthesis device utilization results for a larger device (XC2VP70) from the same Xilinx Virtex-II Pro family of FPGA devices family. This device can hold around 48 neuron blocks.
Case Studies
Results from three case studies are presented. The case studies on n-bit parity classifier and Iris data classification demonstrate the functionality of the design. The case study on adaptive forward prediction demonstrates the benefit of online evolution capability.
n-bit Parity Classification.
A parity classifier can be used to determine the value of the parity bit to get even or odd number of 1's in an "n" bit stream. The technique is widely used for error detection and correction with applications in communication and data storage. Results presented here show the outcome of BbNN training to determine the value of the parity bit for 3-bit and 4-bit data streams. A population size of 30 chromosomes is used for genetic evolution with crossover and mutation probabilities set at 0.7 and 0.1, respectively. The evolutionary algorithm uses tournament selection to choose parent chromosomes for crossover and elitism for recombination operations. A logistic sigmoid function was used as the activation function for the neuron block outputs. Figure 14 shows the average and maximum fitness curves for the 3-bit and 4-bit parity examples. The target fitness of 1.0 is reached after 132 generations in the case of the 3-bit parity problem and 465 generations for the 4-bit parity example. Figure 15 shows the evolution trends for the top five structures. Each color indicates a unique structure and the y-axis values determine the number of chromosomes per generation. Figure 16 shows the evolved networks for the 3-bit and the 4-bit parity examples. The average time per generation of the evolution with the PPC405 processor computing at 300 MHz was found to be 11 microseconds.
Iris Data Classification.
This case study uses a wellknown dataset in the machine learning community originally compiled by R. A Fisher [100] . The dataset has 150 samples of three classes of Iris plants, Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolour, and Iris Virginica with 50 samples per class. The dataset attributes are sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width for the three classes of the Iris plants. The Iris Setosa class is linearly separable from the other two classes, Iris Versicolour and Iris Virginica. But the latter is not linearly separable from each other, which makes this an interesting problem to test neural classifiers. A BbNN was used to learn and correctly classify this dataset. The classification result is shown in Figure 17 . The results show less than a 1.5% misclassification rate. A population size of 80 chromosomes is used for evolution and crossover and mutation probabilities set at 0.7 and 0.2, respectively. Maximum fitness of 0.99 is achieved after 9403 generations. Figure 18 shows the average and maximum fitness trends. Figure 19 shows the structure evolution trends. Figure 20 shows the evolved network. The average evolution time to produce a new generation was found to be 23 microseconds.
Adaptive Forward Prediction.
The objective of this case study is to demonstrate online training benefits of the BbNN platform. This feature is beneficial for applications in dynamic environments where changing conditions may otherwise require offline retraining and deployment to maintain system reliability. This simulation study will use a BbNN to predict future values of ambient luminosity levels in a room. The network will be pretrained offline to predict ambient luminosity levels in an ideal setup and then deployed in the test room. The actual ambient luminosity levels in the test room can be different from the training data due to various external factors such as a sunny or a cloudy day, number of open windows, and closed or open curtains. The actual levels can be recorded in real time using light sensors and used for online training of the BbNN predictor to improve its future predictions. This study could be applied to many applications sensitive to luminosity variations such as embryonic cell or plant tissue cultures.
Offline Training Experimental Setup and Results.
The pretraining setup for our experiment is as follows. Figure 21 (a) shows the normalized values of the ambient luminosity variations during the course of a day for the simulated training room. The plot also shows the training result for the BbNN. Figure 21(b) shows the training error. The training dataset for the network consists of past four luminosity observations as the inputs and the next luminosity level as the target output. Figure 22 shows the average and maximum fitness trends over the course of genetic evolution and the evolution parameters used for the training. Figure 23 shows the evolved network.
Online Training Experimental Setup and Results.
The evolved network from the previous step is deployed in the simulated test room. Two case studies are considered that simulate the ambient luminosity variations in the test room. The first represents a cloudy day with lower ambient luminosity levels as compared to the ones considered in the offline training step and the second represents a sunny day with higher luminosity levels. These are shown in Figure 24 . The deployed BbNN platform is set up to trigger an online retraining cycle on observing greater than 5% prediction error. For the cloudy day test case the BbNN predicts the ambient luminosity reasonably well until 7:50 hours when the first retraining trigger is issued. The second retraining trigger is issued at 17:50 hours. The actual and predicted luminosity values and the corresponding trigger points are shown in Figure 25 . The prediction errors with and without online retraining are shown in Figure 26 . Evolved networks after the first and second retraining cycles are shown in Figure 27 .
In the sunny day test case the pretrained network performs poorly and requires eight retraining trigger points as shown in Figure 28 . Figure 29 shows the prediction errors with and without retraining cycles. It can be seen that the network fails to correctly predict the transient rise in the luminosity level and over estimates after the first few Figure 30 : Evolved network after the eighth re-training cycle for the sunny day test case. retraining cycles necessitating multiple retrains. Figure 30 shows the evolved network after the eighth re-training cycle. This case study demonstrates the online training benefits of the BbNN platform and its potential for applications in dynamic environments. Figures 26 and 29 demonstrate the performance of the network with and without re-training. Our study has not taken into consideration the time required to retrain the network. This time is dependent on the actual platform setup which can vary depending on the implementation constraints. Our design prototype currently uses the on-chip PPC 405 processor for executing the GA operators. For rapid convergence of the GA algorithm faster processors can be used with BbNN core executing on FPGAs for speeding up fitness evaluations.
Conclusions
In this paper we present an FPGA design for BbNNs that is capable of on-chip training under the control of genetic algorithms. Typical design process for ANNs involves a training phase performed using software simulations and the obtained network is designed and deployed offline. Hence, the training and design processes have to be repeated offline for every new application of ANNs. The novel online adaptability features of our design demonstrated using several case studies expand the potential applications for BbNNs to dynamic environments and provide increased deployment lifetimes and improved system reliability. The platform has been prototyped on two FPGA boards: a standalone Digilent Inc. XUP development board [98] and an Amirix AP130 development board [99] , each with a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA. The ANN design can achieve peak computational capacity of 147 MCPS per neuron block on the Virtex-II Pro FPGAs. The paper presents three case studies. The first two, the n-bit parity classification and the Iris data classification, demonstrate the functionality of the designed platform. The case study on adaptive forward prediction demonstrates the benefits of online evolution under dynamically changing conditions. This work provides a platform for further research on design scalability, online unsupervised training algorithms, and applications of BbNNs in dynamic environments. To further speedup the evolution process, parallel GA algorithms can be used that can take advantage of multiple on-chip PowerPC processors per FPGA as well as scaling the design across multiple FPGAs. These are topics for further research.
